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Fault Residual Generation via Nonlinear Analytical Redundancy
Martin L. Leuschen, Ian D. Walker, and Joseph R. Cavallaro
Abstract—Fault detection is critical in many applications, and
analytical redundancy (AR) has been the key underlying tool for
many approaches to fault detection. However, the conventional AR
approach is formally limited to linear systems. In this brief, we ex-
ploit the structure of nonlinear geometric control theory to derive
a new nonlinear analytical redundancy (NLAR) framework. The
NLAR technique is applicable to affine systems and is seen to be a
natural extension of linear AR. The NLAR structure introduced in
this brief is tailored toward practical applications. Via an example
of robot fault detection, we show the considerable improvement in
performance generated by the approach compared with the tradi-
tional linear AR approach.
Index Terms—Fault detection, nonlinear systems, residuals,
robotics.
I. INTRODUCTION
ANALYTICAL REDUNDANCY (AR) [1], [20] is a fault-detection method that allows the explicit derivation of
the maximum possible number of linearly independent system
model-based consistency tests for a system. Using a linear
model of the system of interest, AR exploits the null-space
of the state–space observability matrix to allow the creation
of a set of test residuals [1]. These residuals use sensor data
histories and known control inputs to detect any deviation from
the static or dynamic behaviors of the model in real time.
The standard AR failure detection technique [1] is only
defined for linear systems. As AR is a model-based technique,
it is extremely sensitive to differences between the nominal
model behavior and the actual system behavior. A system model
with strong nonlinear characteristics, such as a multijoint robot
manipulator, suffers considerably from linearization. The dy-
namics of many systems in nature are dominated by nonlinear
phenomena. This makes effective implementation of the AR
technique difficult, as modeling errors will generate significant
false error signals when linear AR is applied.
To address this issue, in this brief, we exploit recent develop-
ments in nonlinear geometric control theory [7], [14] to extend
the AR principle into the nonlinear realm. Previous papers have
combined linear AR with nonlinear systems [17], [21], [22],
but these suffer from all the difficulties of applying linear tech-
niques to nonlinear systems. Other researchers have used non-
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linear observers [5] in conjunction with nonlinear observability.
Although observers and AR have strong connections [13], the
approach in [5] is limited to known, well-modeled, faults.
Isidori and De Persis use nonlinear parity techniques analo-
gous to the nonlinear analytical redundancy (NLAR) technique
introduced in [16]. However, the method of obtaining the unob-
servability space in [16] differs considerably from the original
Chow–Willsky technique [1]. The approach introduced in this
brief preserves the structure of the polynomial parity vector ap-
proach of the original work [1], [15]. Additionally, the work in
[16] derives residuals which approximate the fault signals. The
NLAR approach introduced in this brief requires minimal as-
sumptions on the structure of the faults, emphasizing compact
detection of more general system failures.
Our NLAR technique is generally applicable to systems de-
scribed by nonlinear affine equations such as appropriate for
robotic systems [9], [11], [12], [20]. NLAR preserves the desir-
able formal guarantees that are generated by AR: the resulting
tests arise from spanning an observation subspace, and represent
a minimal span of that space. NLAR also generates considerable
improvement in performance over linear AR when performing
failure detection on nonlinear systems.
Notice that in this brief, as in [1], we are not seeking to an-
alyze the noise to develop thresholds and analyze robustness
(though this is discussed in the example in Section III), but to
expose the underlying structure in the (nonlinear) system which
can be used to develop the residuals around which to develop ro-
bust fault detection. Dynamic fault detection systems that mon-
itor for faults in real time can contribute significantly to system
reliability [2], [3], [6], [9]–[11], [18]–[20]. Timely detection of
faults can prevent the damage caused by out of control systems
to both themselves and their environments [19], [20].
The brief is organized as follows. The next section introduces
and details the new NLAR technique. Section III presents the
application of the new technique to a robot failure detection ex-
ample. Conclusions are presented in Section IV.
II. NONLINEAR ANALYTICAL REDUNDANCY
The core notion of analytical redundancy is both intuitive and
elegant [1]. Intuition arises since AR exploits the basic concept
of observability, namely, that the key information which can be
learned about the model-based behavior of a system can be in-
ferred from the observation space. Elegance follows from the
processing of that information in such a way as to generate a
formally complete set of residual tests: AR residuals are guaran-
teed both to be linearly independent and to test for all detectable
deviations from the system model. Thus, every residual contains
at least some information not contained in other residuals, and
every observable deviation from the system model is accounted
for by at least one of the AR residuals. For excellent descrip-
tions of the technique see [1] and [4].
1063-6536/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE
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The following introduces a new method for deriving NLAR
test residuals. These NLAR residuals maintain the linear AR
guarantees that the residuals will span the entire observable fault
space and will do so with the minimal number of residuals. The
linear analytical redundancy equation [1] will be replaced with a
nonlinear equation that is appropriate in the context of nonlinear
observability [7].
Nonlinear systems in general are difficult to deal with analyt-
ically [7], [8], [14]. They lack the convenient structure of linear
systems that has been exploited over the years. Nonlinear sys-
tems do not obey the superposition principle and can exhibit be-
haviors such as finite escape times, multiple equilibria, or chaos,
that are quite difficult to handle appropriately with linearized
control systems [8]. Observability, and by extension analytical
redundancy, are made much more difficult as a result of these
properties. We begin the derivation of NLAR by reviewing key
existing nonlinear observability structure and results.
A. Nonlinear Observability
We consider the following nonlinear state–space control
system model with states, control inputs, and sensors:
(1)
Here is the state vector, is the output vector, is the
input vector, represents modeling error and system distur-
bances, represents the fault signal(s), and represents sensor
noise. These vectors represent the unmodelable differences
between the physical system and the putative control model.
NLAR works by eliminating everything but these unmodelable
effects from the data (nonzero values of these effects lead to
nonzero values of the NLAR fault detection residuals), thus,
these variables can be left out of the following derivation of the
model-based NLAR residuals without loss of generality.
Nonlinear systems theory includes a notion of local observ-
ability applicable to nonlinear systems that are relatively smooth
[7], [14]. The local nature of the analysis restricts observability
to a region of the workspace “near” the current state, an open
neighborhood around the current state where the observability
is valid. For practical systems, this means that the sampling rate
should be high enough that the system does not invalidate the
current local model over the time needed to determine the ob-
servability. This is not particularly restrictive in the case of ana-
lytical redundancy, as the approach uses relatively short sensor
and control histories as necessary to approximate the deriva-
tives.
The smoothness requirements on nonlinear observability are
discussed fully in [7]. For the purposes of this brief, it will suf-
fice to say that the system must evolve on a manifold or that any
local area of the workspace should be smooth in the classical
sense. This smoothness requirement is more restrictive than the
local nature of the observability. Real system behaviors that are
not smooth, such as Coulomb friction, are not uncommon. How-
ever, there are many important systems demonstrating smooth
nonlinearities that this nonlinear notion of observability can di-
rectly apply to. For example, in a hydraulic system as examined
in [10] and [12], the nonlinearity is in the form of the square root.
TABLE I
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LINEAR AND NONLINEAR OBSERVABILITY SPACES
This is obviously smooth in the classical sense. The new NLAR
technique introduced in this brief using the Isidori formulation
of nonlinear observability is clearly appropriate for dealing with
such systems.





is the Lie derivative of scalar function in the direction of
vector field using the standard inner product . Recursed Lie
derivatives, as seen in the definition of , are written in one of
the following ways: . It is
common to omit the vector notation for the subscript, as: .
The requirement Rank is identical to the well-known
linear observability criterion, based on the linear observability
matrix . Note that the linear and nonlinear are equiva-
lent concepts of observability but not equivalent to each other
technically. corresponds to and to . This can be
somewhat confusing, but these notations are established [1], [7].
Table I clarifies this relationship.
However, although a valid notion of nonlinear observability
appears to be a necessary prerequisite for nonlinear AR, it is
not a sufficient one. One needs to be able to determine the null-
spaces required by the AR equation [1] where the canonical AR
equation is expressed as . Linear observ-
ability has properties exploited in AR do not easily transfer to
the nonlinear case. The more complex dependence of the con-
trol system elements on the state prevents the construction of
the key quantity similar to in AR by trivial anology. Iso-
lating the state requires some innovative manipulations, such as
the techniques for overcoming these stumbling blocks that are
the core innovations of this brief. These novel techniques are in-
troduced in the following subsections.
B. Nonlinear Annihilator
The obvious approach to converting the notion of observ-
ability for AR use would be to follow the linear AR method
as closely as possible. This means we need to rederive the ele-
ments of the canonical AR equation for
the nonlinear system [1]. The obvious approach of stacking the
elements of the to create a matrix analogous to the linear
matrix and finding its left null space , as seen in (3),
has some serious problems
(3)
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span , and is the null matrix. This ap-
proach does not directly lead to any useful AR relations. The
main cause of this is the lack of useful alternate formulations of
the observability which can be used as annihilators. Therefore,
we develop the novel grouped formulation as expressed in (4),
which yields a much more tractable analysis of the observability
for the purposes of NLAR. We refer to this as , expressed
in (4). This approach sums the elements of that are Lie
differentiated to the same degree. is roughly triangular in






will be used to (algebraically) generate a matrix such
that , the canonical AR equation. Note that this
formulation appears to suppress information available in the
observation space by combining the elements of that share the
same degree of Lie differentiation. Basically, instead of consid-
ering each element of individually, we choose to take the linear
combination of those elements corresponding to the way they
combine to form the sensor measurements and their derivations.
Therefore, in some cases, this might lead to supressing some
information available in the observation space. Fortunately, this
will seldombeanissue inreal systems. Insensitive systemswhere
NLAR analysis is appropriate, such as aerospace and robotic sys-
tems, thorough instrumentation of the system is common, and the
restriction implied by (4) is not likely to restrict the observability
space ultimately computed for the system. is identical to
the linear observability for a linear system, as all the gradients
of Lie derivatives with respect to are zero in the linear case.
C. Incorporation of Input–Output Information
Next, given the form of (4), we reformulate as ,
in terms of control inputs and sensor readings to complete
the NLAR parity equation . Initially, it is assumed
that the sensor function is linear and represented by
and that there is a single input (neither assumption
is strictly necessary, and this is done for notational convenience













by recursively chaining and expanding the derivatives of and











The LHS of (5) is for the postulated system; this is the ob-
servability-based reformulation needed for nonlinear AR. This
construction can of course be repeated for multiple control in-
puts, and extended in a straightforward way for nonlinear sen-
sors [9]. Equation (6), shown at the bottom of the page, gives
explicit values for a generalized nonlinear system up to
the third derivative. (All of the Lie derivatives of (6) are with
respect to , thus, .)
The number of additional terms on the RHS of (6) grows ge-
ometrically as the degree of derivation increases. Additionally,
many of these RHS terms contain explicit references to the state
. NLAR, thus, requires that the system is observable. This
(6)
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF LINEAR AND NONLINEAR AR TECHNIQUES
is an inevitable consequence of working with nonlinear sys-
tems, where the state independence of the linear case cannot be
expected.
D. and the Number of Independent NLAR Tests
Now that both of the main elements ( and ) of the
NLAR equation have been derived, the remaining issue is to
determine how many elements of must be retained to
generate a minimal set of residuals. In the nonlinear case, all of
the rank and span arguments of the original AR formulation are
valid except for one: the Cayley–Hamilton theorem does not di-
rectly apply. Note that is a vector-valued nonlinear func-
tion, and cannot be directly checked. However, by considering
, we can infer the information content. It is straightfor-
ward to calculate [9] the dimension of the associated
observation space for each sensor (from the associated rank in
), and it is easy to see that these quantities are well-de-
fined and well-behaved. The number of residuals retained there-
fore corresponds to the sum of these ranks.
This is the only remaining requirement needed to reproduce
the intuitive linear argument for the dimensionality of the AR
residual space on the nonlinear system, and so the number
of NLAR tests, .
As the rank of the nonlinear gradient submatrices are always
greater than or equal to the ranks of the linear submatrices
, NLAR is guaranteed to generate at
least as many independent test residuals as linear AR and will
usually generate more.
As the gradient of is not taken explicitly in NLAR, the rank
of the matrix (constructed via ) will be quite different from
the linear case and NLAR residuals that are not independent
will be generated. Precisely redundant equations will be








As eliminating the redundant equations from the valid NLAR
residuals is a trivial problem (the redundant equations them-
selves are usually trivial), this is a minor concern.
E. Assembling the Components
We now have all the components to formally define NLAR
test residuals. The formulation allows calculation of a left
null-space compatible with . The discussion in the
Fig. 1. Integrated Motion Inc. Robot.
Fig. 2. Typical IMI NLAR test residual.
TABLE III
NLAR RESIDUALS FOR IMI ROBOT
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Fig. 3. IMI NLAR residuals for a frozen sensor fault.
previous subsection determines how many rows of are
required and how many of the resulting residuals are indepen-
dent. The full NLAR algorithm is the following.
1) Determine and its left null (algebraically, from
the form of ).
2) Determine .
3) Find the rank of each submatrix in .
Keep rows in each subvector.
4) Apply the NLAR equation: , where is
the vector of AR residuals
5) Use to deter-
mine how many independent residuals there are. Delete
redundant residuals.
The NLAR structure is summarized in Table II. Note that imple-
mentation of the approach requires both full observability and
derivatives of the components of both and . This could be a
serious issue for some systems (for examples, those with input
discontinuities). However for many practical applications, such
as in the robot example presented in the following, this is not a
major problem in practice.
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III. EXAMPLE: NLAR FOR A ROBOT MANIPULATOR
We present an example of the NLAR technique applied to the
direct drive Integrated Motor Inc. (IMI) two-joint robot manip-
ulator (see Fig. 1), modified with an encoder and tachomoter on
each joint [11]. (Implementation for a physical hydraulic actu-
ator testbed can be found in [12].) A Simulink model of the IMI
robot at 1000 Hz was used to examine the effect of various sim-
ulated faults on the NLAR residuals. The PID controller used
only encoder feedback, with the redundant tachometers used
only for sensor redundancy in the NLAR residuals. The NLAR
loop was inside the controller loop, thus, the controller did not
need to be considered in the NLAR residual derivation. (Ana-
lytical redundancy in general is independent of the controller,
which is a useful property.) Both linear and nonlinear AR resid-
uals were derived and tested.
The final set of 11 independent residuals described in terms of
the model equations are shown in Table III. Note that while some
of the intermediate steps are fairly complex, the resulting tests
are various comparisons of system equations and their deriva-
tives. These involve fewer terms, and even the highest order
derivatives used are easily calculable in real time on a modern
computer.
The corresponding linear AR residuals were also derived.
These residuals are the linearized system equations and their
various derivatives, along with sensor comparisons. The sensor
comparisons are the same in the linear and nonlinear residuals,
but the model-dependent AR test residuals, though conceptu-
ally equivalent to NLAR residuals, are less effective than NLAR
residuals, as they are derived from a linearized model of the
system. Also note that linear AR generates three fewer resid-
uals than NLAR, which means that information is lost in the
linearization. If linear AR generated a linearized version of a
NLAR test, it is noted in the final column of Table III.
Faults were considered detected if the magnitude of the
NLAR residual was at least twice the maximum value achieved
in a fault-free run with the same parameters. More sophisticated
techniques are possible, but are not developed here. The NLAR
output of Fig. 2 is typical of the results. Before the fault occurs
at 6 s, the NLAR residuals mostly show noise-like fluctu-
ations around a mean of 0. These are caused by the difficulties
of derivate measurement in a sampled system and unmodeled
Coulomb friction. Low level noise caused similar effects in
tests done on a physical hydraulic testbed in [12].
Once the fault occurs this particular NLAR test detects it on
the same time step. Close examination of the fault detail on
Fig. 2 shows that the residual at 6 s is about an order of
magnitude larger than the fault free noise.
The table of residuals presented in Fig. 3 represents the results
of the NLAR residuals for a frozen sensor fault—the shoulder
resolver is frozen at its current value at 6 s. As seen in the
plotted results, all of the NLAR residuals detect the fault very
quickly; many of them detect it on the very next time step. This
is an important result, as a frozen sensor does not immediately
cause significant tracking errors.
Fig. 4 is a comparison figure showing the improvement in
performance of NLAR over linear AR for a broken motor fault.
Note that linear AR produces eight rather than eleven residuals,
and that four of these are sensor comparisons identical to the
Fig. 4. IMI NLAR test result (solid dark) versus linear AR test result (dotted
light) for motor fault.
NLAR residuals and therefore not shown. This leaves four tests
that are analogous to NLAR residuals but linear in nature. For
example, there is a linear AR test that examines the linear model
of acceleration of each joint that can be compared to the NLAR
test of the nonlinear, model of the same. These analogous resid-
uals are compared in Fig. 4. It is clear that NLAR outperforms
linear AR on all four of these residuals by about an order of
magnitude.
IV. CONCLUSION
The new formal NLAR fault detection technique introduced
in this brief allows formal model-based failure detection for
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nonlinear systems without requiring linearizations. This is done
without requiring computation beyond the abilities of easily
available computer hardware. The NLAR approach is valid for
the physically significant class of affine nonlinear systems, and
is shown to be a generalization of the classical linear AR ap-
proach. Table II summarizes this extension. NLAR test resid-
uals are guaranteed to detect observable deviations (exploiting
observability in the nonlinear sense) from the system model, the
key requirement in any fault detection system. Similar to the
parallel developments for linear AR, the aim is to expose the
underlying structure in the system in order to develop residuals
around which to develop robust fault detection. Therefore the
emphasis here is not on the next step of threshold development
or fault isolation. The example demonstrates how the nonlinear
method expands the linear method accurately and efficiently.
It is important to understand that this is a structural brief and
it, thus, focuses providing a practical method of fault detection.
Analysis of noise and modeling error is important and a planned
area for future investigation. Due to the repeated derivatives,
the NLAR approach is best suited to nonlinear systems that are
well-modeled and relatively noiseless, with clean sensor data
such as robot manipulators. For those systems, up to the present
time linear AR has been the only analytical redundancy option
available in practice, so NLAR is practically useful, even in its
present form, for this class of relatively noiseless systems. Ex-
tensive work has been done examining the performance of the
well-established linear AR method for these systems. NLAR
should significantly improve on the performance of linear AR
for these systems.
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